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CHAPTERR 6
Experimentss on improved HDC-chip
prototypes:: a fused silica HDC-chip with
directt UV detection in an optimized deeper
outlett channel
Experimentall results, obtained in various stages of the development of an improved
HDCC chip prototype, are presented. In silicon-glass chips, where the cross-section
deformationn in 1 mm wide channels led to a distortion of the sample zone, better
resultss are obtained in 0.5 mm wide channels, because of lesser distortion. A
preliminaryy separation of bio-macromolecules is shown. Major progress is achieved
withh newly fabricated fused silica HDC-chips. On-chip UV detection is demonstrated,
usingg a deeper optimized outlet slit as an optical cell. Separations of nanoparticles in
aqueouss buffers, obtained with different HDC-chips and under different conditions
aree compared. The results show a strong influence of ionic strength of the buffer on
thee relative elution times of the particles. The influence of pH and flow velocity is
smalll in the studied region. The observed elution times of to-markers in aqueous
bufferss and tetrahydrofuran correspond closely with the theoretical prediction of the
floww velocity and support the validity of the standard flow equations down to the scale
off 1 /*m.

Introduction Introduction
Inn a previous work,1 we have demonstrated the feasibility of the hydrodynamic separation
off particles in a 1 (im deep and 1 mm wide channel etched in a silicon wafer and covered
withh fusion-bonded glass. This development was motivated by the preceding works of
Tijssenn and Bos 2'3 who have proved the possibility to perform this technique, called
hydrodynamicc chromatography4 (HDC) in cylindrical microcapillaries (1.2-2.6 fim ID).
Comparedd to these microcapillaries, such a HDC chip would profit from much higher
detectionn limits and shorter elution times. However, with the basic chip prototype, only topwisee fluorescence imaging could be used for the detection of the separated species.1 In
addition,, the difference in the thermal expansion coefficient of silicon and glass caused
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deformationn of the channel profile of the 1 mm wide channels after the fusion bonding and
ledd to a significant loss in the separation efficiency.
Thesee problems can be simultaneously solved by fabricating the whole chip from fused
silica.. Using a single type of material for both the top and bottom part of the chip should
eliminatee the channel deformation by the thermal contraction of the wafers after the fusion
bonding.. More importantly, fused silica is transparent in the whole UV and visible-light
regionn used for detection in liquid separation methods. In addition, it has excellent
insulatingg properties. The device is therefore potentially interesting also for electro-driven
HDC,, which has been demonstrated in packed fused silica capillaries,5 or for open-channel
capillaryy electrochromatography.6
Miniaturizationn of detectors to a scale of the microfluidic chips is a challenging task. So far
laserr induced fluorescence (LIF) was successfully implemented in such systems.7 Although
fluorescencee detection may be useful in the possible application of the HDC chip for
biopolymers,, for which labeling with fluorescent tags is well established, it is not practical
forr synthetic polymers and colloid particles, where such a derivatization would be difficult,
iff possible.
Inn liquid chromatography (LC) the most commonly used detection principle is UV light
absorption.. In classical HDC, it is applied almost exclusively, mainly because the detection
volumess of other standard detectors based on refractive index or viscosity or light scattering
aree too large with respect to the high peak efficiency obtained in the method. The
integrationn of UV detection on a chip is more difficult than that of fluorescence, however,
promisingg results have recently been presented. 8 ' 91011
Inn this work, we present new experimental results on silicon-glass HDC chips and first
resultss on new chips defined exclusively in fused silica. The previously presented
conclusion'' that moderate reduction in the width of the channel will eliminate the crosssectionall deformation in the case of the silicon-glass chips is supported experimentally. In
thee chips from fused silica, a UV cell is implemented in the form of a low-dispersion
outlet.122 Other but minor improvements in the fluidic design are also performed. In these
chips,, separations of particles are observed, which are comparable to the separations in the
silicon-glasss chips. The influence of ionic strength, velocity and pH is briefly explored. A
separationn of a simple mixture of proteins is achieved. After fluorescence microscopy
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measurements,, a simple UV detection setup is built around the chip, and HDC separations
off polystyrene latex particles with UV detection are performed. The retention data obtained
onn the fused silica chips are combined with the data from the silicon-glass chip and
discussed. .

Theory Theory

Elutionn of hard-sphere particles in flat geometry HDC
ComplexComplex models have been derived by several authors13'14 for the elution time of colloids in
HDC,, where electrostatic and hydrodynamic forces complicate the elution behavior.
Unfortunatelyy the authors have focused on HDC in a cylindrical capillary and a packed
column.. Only the simplest models, which are highly inaccurate for this case, have been
finalizedd also for a flat channel geometry. These models can be written for a flat channel
as15 5

TT = (l + A-CA2)~l

(1)

Heree x is the relative residence time (with respect to the void time i.e. the average residence
timee of the solvent molecules tQ) and X is the relative size of the particle with respect to the
smallestt dimension of the channel. The constant C varies with the complexity of the model.
Whenn only wall exclusion is considered C = 0.5. Including the so-called slip velocity2 in
thee model results in C = 1. However C > 1 should be expected, because of the particle-wall
hydrodynamicc interactions in analogy with the study of Brenner and Gaydos16 performed
forr cylindrical capillaries. In their complicated hydrodynamic analysis, the resulting
constantt C was 2 times higher than the constant C obtained in the case when only slip
velocityy was considered.
Inn this work, equation (1) is used, with C values 0.5, 1 and 2 respectively, for comparison
withh the experimental data because no other model available for a flat channel HDC. In
future,, a better model should be obtained.
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Correctionn of the peak dispersion for analyte size and the effect of side walls

Thee model for zone dispersion of unretained small molecules in a channel formed by
infinitee planparallel plates has to be corrected for the realistic situation in flat channel HDC,
vizz when relatively large analytes are separated and the channel has a finite width:15'17
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Heree N is the plate number, H the theoretical plate height, L the separation channel length,
DD the diffusion coefficient, <u> the average flow velocity, h the height of the flat channel
andd fx and / w are correction factors for respectively the finite analyte size and the finite
channell width.
Accordingg to DiMarzio and Guttman15 and also Giddings18
AA = ( i - i ) 6

(3)

Thiss factor results from the fact that analyte particles being excluded from the walls, diffuse
onlyy over a smaller core layer in a channel, where the relative differences in the velocity at
differentt positions are smaller. This should increase the efficiency for larger analytes in the
convectionn dominated velocity region, so that fast analysis is foreseen. However, Brenner
andd Gaydos16 present a model of this effect in the circular geometry and by including the
hydrodynamicc particle-wall interaction, they obtain a smaller increase in efficiency than
expressedd by eq. (3). We will use this correction here, because a detailed hydrodynamic
analysiss of the problem in flat channels is not yet performed.
Onn the other hand, the finite width of a rectangular channel can substantially reduce the
peakk efficiency because of the concentration gradients originating from the thin stagnant
layerss along the channel side walls. I9-20'21 An upper limit of this contribution to the
dispersionn is
/w=8 8

(4) )
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validd for the long time situation t > w2/ D. Here t is the residence time and w the channel
width.. In smaller times, a transient situation exists where this contribution to the dispersion
iss smaller19, however a detailed theoretical description of the elution profiles is not
availablee in this region. We consider here the long time limit (eq. 4), because this is often
referredd to in literature and has been given a clear interpretation.20,21

Floww velocity
Thee residence time of a small molecular marker may not always represent correctly the
averagee flow velocity and consequently the void time f0- For example, in case the molecule
adsorbss on the channel wall it is delayed and time f0 is overestimated. In low ionic strengths
buffers,, the thick electrical double layer may partly repel the molecule from the slow
velocityy region near the surface and to is then underestimated. It is therefore useful to
comparee the average marker velocity obtained from its residence time and the length of the
separationn channel, to the theoretical average velocity of the carrier fluid, calculated from
thee applied pressure drop Ap the and dynamic viscosity rj as22

(u)(u) = ^ -

(5)

Somee authors have reported large deviations from eq. (5) in microscale,23 while
experimentss of others support the validity of classical flow equations for microchannels.
Ourr results (see further) favor the latter standpoint.

Experimental Experimental

Chipp design and fabrication
Thee silicon-glass chips were fabricated in the same way as reported previously.25 In the
fabricationn of the fused silica chips similar technology but with different parameters was
applied.. The flat channel is defined in fused silica by photolithography and wet etching, the
slitss by Reactive Ion Etching, in this case to a depth of 30 fim. Powder blasting was used to
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createe the access holes to the slits. The top and bottom wafers were joined by fusion
bonding,, however higher temperatures than in the case of the glass-silicon chip were
necessary.. Details will be described in a separate paper. Pressure tests, performed on fusedsilicaa chips with 2 mm wide channels have shown that the chips can withstand pressures of
severall 10's bar.
Thee fluidic design of the HDC fused silica chips (Figure 1), is based on the previous design
usedd for the silicon-glass chip with a 0.5 mm wide separation channel, however with
severall modifications. Most importantly, the end of the separation channel and the outlet
slitt are adapted in order to allow UV detection with an optical path length ~ 30 fim (being
thee depth of the slit). The width of the outlet slit is also 30 fim. The separation channel is 69
mmm long. The same injection system as previously is used26, however the length of the
injectionn space between slit 2 and 3 was shortened to 150 fim, in order to prevent
overfillingg in cases where visual inspection of injection process is not possible (experiments
withh UV detection). The ends of the resistance channel have been adapted (Figure 1), in
orderr to prevent collection of particles in sharp corners.
Twoo chips are defined in a single pair of wafers, and sawn apart after the fusion bonding.
Accordingg to the measurements by ellipsometry, the depth of the channel in the fused silica
chipp used in the presented studies was 0.97

0.05 fim.

Apparatus s
Thee setup for the fluorescence microscopy imaging was already described. A more
accuratee pressure meter (type PM100D, resolution lkPa, World Precision Instruments,
USA)) was implemented for the pressurized-gas system. In the setup for UV detection
(Figuree 2), the microscope is replaced with an external optical fiber and a photocell,
connectedd to a standard HPLC detector system (type Spectra 100, Spectra Physics).
AA rectangular aperture 100 x 200 jam, defined in a 100 fim thick steel blade is placed on the
topp of the chip and below the photocell. This is aligned parallel to the outlet slit, right
beyondd the depth transition structure (shown in detail in Figure 1). This aperture has larger
dimensionss than what the desired optical cell volume (~ 75 pL i.e. a 80 fim long part of the
300 (im x 30 fim outlet slit) corresponding to the highest theoretical efficiency - 300 000
theoreticall plates. However this high efficiency cannot be achieved at this stage, where the
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side-walll effect is not yet suppressed. Therefore a larger aperture was used, which can be
alignedd with the groove more easily and should give enough sensitivity for the basic tests in
thiss simple system.
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Figuree 1: The features of the improved HDC-chip from fused silica shown on one half of
thee fabrication mask.

Thiss aperture would increase the detection cell volume to 180 pL and thus increase the zone
standardd deviation by < 20% (for a column efficiency < 300 000 plates), provided the
(transient)) Taylor dispersion in this cell is not significantly developed over a length of 200
fim.fim. An exact solution of concentration profiles subject to a transient form of Taylor
dispersionn is not available, therefore further computational fluid dynamics studies will be
necessaryy to find optimal cell dimensions. A shorter, broader cell may perform better.
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Figuree 2: A prototype setup for UV detection on the fused silica HDC chip.

Chemicals s
Polystyrenee latex particle standards of nominal size 61 nm (Polysciences, USA) and 155
nmm (Duke Scientific, USA), fluorescently labeled particles of nominal size 26, 44 and 110
nmm and fluorescently labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA) and bovine eye alpha-crystalin
(Molecularr Probes, Leiden, The Netherlands) were used as test analytes, together with t0
markerss 4(5)-carboxyfluorescein (Sigma-Aldrich) and sodium benzoate.
Severall aqueous buffers were used as eluents: 10 mM phosphate buffer pH = 7.0, 10 mM
andd ImM MOPS buffer pH = 7.0, 10 mM and 0.1 mM borate buffer pH = 9.2. All water
usedd was deionized and subboil-distilled. Tetrahydrofuran (HPLC grade, Bioscience, The
Netherlands)) and methanol (P.A. grade, Acros, Belgium) were used in the studies of the
elutionn of small molecules.

Procedures s
Beforee the first elution experiments, the newly fabricated chips were flushed with a buffer
off pH 9 in order to maximize the number of silanol groups on the channel surface. These
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groupss should reduce the possible interaction of a negatively charged marker with a
surface,, dissociated at pH 7 and 9 used in the study. All eluents were filtered prior to use
throughh a 0.02 /xm membrane filter (Anotop 25, Whatman). Upstream each reservoir a 0.5
/xmm in-line filter (Upchurch, USA) was placed. The aqueous samples with particles were
sonicatedd and filtered through a 0.45 fxm hydrophilic syringe filter (type Millex LH, Fisher
Scientific)) and the samples in organic solvents with a 0.2 (im hydrophobic filter (Millex FG
Fisherr Scientific) before injecting. When UV detection is used instead of fluorescence
imaging,, and thus a visual control of the injection process on the chip is not possible, the
injectionn steps are controlled by timed switching of the valves. In the processing of the
chromatograms,, Gaussian shape was used for the peaks.

ResultsResults and Discussion

Deformationn of the silicon-glass chips vs side wall effect
Inn order to investigate the cause of the parabolic deformation of the zones which was
observedd in the first HDC chip prototype with a 1 mm wide channel in the silicon-glass
chip,, new chips with channels of different widths, 1 mm and 0.5 mm, were fabricated. The
fabricationn was done in the same batch. In these chips, separations of fluorescent
nanoparticles,, similar to the previous experiments,1 were performed (Figure 3). A different
*o-marker,, carboxyfluorescein, was used. This compound is more negatively charged than
thee previously used fluorescein and should thus less interact with the negatively charged
surface.. In this situation, only hydrodynamic effects should contribute to its migration and
dispersion. .
Wee have already assumed that the distortion in the 1 mm channel is caused mainly by the
deformedd channel cross-section, due to the mismatch in the thermal contraction after the
fusionn bonding. This mismatch causes a slight bending of both wafers and consequently a
slightt increase in the thickness of the channel in the middle as compared to the sides. The
resultingg higher flow velocity in the middle deforms the zone of the sample into a crescent
shapee which overwhelms the deformation caused by the retentive effect of the side walls.
Bothh effects eventually limit the efficiency. A channel, narrower in width should be much
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lesss affected by deformation of the wafers. The present results seem to confirm this
interpretation.. The lateral profiles of the zones of the separated particles as well as the
markerr are much less deformed in the 0.5 mm channel (Figure 3).

Figuree 3: A top view of the HDC separation of fluorescent nanoparticles and a marker
(carboxyfluorescein,, CFL) in a 1 mm wide (above) and 0.5 mm wide (below) channel in
thee silicon-glass chip. Buffer 10 raM borate, pH = 9.2, working pressure 3.5 bar.

Forr comparison, a similar separation in a chip from fused silica is shown in Figure 4. Here
also,, the zone distortion is much smaller than in the 1 mm wide channel in the silicon-glass
chip. .
Becausee of the difficulties of the fluorescence imaging in the 1 /xm channels, specifically
thee nonuniformity of the illumination and insufficient sensitivity of the camera, the quality
off the images is not good enough to allow quantification of the dispersion.
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Figuree 4: Similar separation as on Figure 3 but in a fused silica chip. Buffer 10 mM borate,
pHH = 9.2, working pressure 6.5 bar.

However,, the zone profiles in the 0.5 mm wide channel clearly show the transient form of
thee side wall effect, which applies for Dt «

w1 and illustrate the limitations of its

theoreticall description. The average second moment of the zone for which Doshi19 has
derivedd a complex analytical expression (cf Appendix) is not very informative in the earlier
partt of the transient period (Figure 3 below, 25 mm), because it would be is largely formed
byy the contribution of the long but narrow tail along the side walls. In practice, this form of
tailingg would rather increase the baseline than broaden the peaks. Nevertheless, further
downn along the channel lengths the side wall effect becomes significant and reduces the
finall efficiency as is shown. We are currently working on adaptations of the chip design
whichh would reduce or eliminate the dispersion caused by the side walls.

Preliminaryy separation of bio-polymers
Attemptss to apply HDC to separation of bio-macromolecules such as proteins, DNA or
TMVV or even cells can be found in literature.27,28'29'30 In the work of Kraak et al.,28 a
preliminaryy separation of proteins was obtained in packed column HDC with 2 [im packing
size.. We have performed a comparable separation in the 1 /tm deep flat channel of the HDC
chipp under similar conditions (Figure 5).
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Figuree 5: Separation of 2 proteins in and the f0-marker CFL. Conditions: 10 mM borate
bufferr pH = 9.2. Working pressure 8 bar. Silicon-glass chip with 0.5 mm wide separation
channel. .

AA clear separation is obtained, however the molecules migrate and elute close to each other.
Thiss is because the proteins are rather small with respect to the channel depth and not too
differentt in dimensions. Bovine eye alpha crystaline, despite of its large molecular mass
(8000 kDa) is a very compact prolate molecule with dimensions of only - 9 x 1 8 nm, and
thuss not much larger than the molecule of bovine serum albumin (BSA, 60 kDa) which has
aa diameter of ~ 8 nm."
Withh respect to the selectivity and efficiency, channels of submicron depth would be
generallyy preferred for the separation of proteins,28 because protein molecules are usually
nott larger than a few tens of nm's.31 We plan to explore the separation of proteins and other
bio-macromoleculess also in channels of submicron depth.

Fusedd silica HDC chip with UV detection.
Afterr measurements with fluorescence microscopy, the same fused silica chip was used in
thee UV detection setup. Chromatograms showing separation of polystyrene latex particle
standardss and benzoate, used as t0 marker are presented in Figure 6. The 26 nm particles
weree the same fluorescent labeled polystyrenes used in the FIM experiments, added to the
presentt sample for comparison.
Ass can be seen, reproducible chromatograms can be obtained already with this basic setup,
withh different flow velocities. However, the noise level of the detection is quite high and
nott stable during the experiments. This is because the optical components in the prototype
aree not fixed directly to the chip but to the common base which supports also the
multicomponentt positioning system of the chip. This complicated configuration enables
bothh UV detection and inspection of the chip with the microscope, however, vibrations and
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misalignmentss cannot be avoided. In the next stage the optical components holders and the
chipp clamp should be integrated.
(a) )
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Figuree 6: Chromatograms obtained in the HDC chip from fused silica with UV detection.
Separationn of polystyrene latex standards of a size 155 nm (1) and 61 nm (2), the
previouslyy used florescent particles 26 nm (3) and benzoate (marker, 4) in 1 mM MOPS
buffer,, pH = 7. Detection at 230 nm. Working pressure 6.1 bar (a-above), 1.7 bar (a-below),
4.66 bar (b, triplo).

Strayy light bypassing the cell because of the larger aperture, no focussing being used for the
excitationn beam, also limits the sensitivity.
Consideringg the simplicity of the system, the obtained results are very promising and
motivatee further developments. This should also involve additional computational fluid
dynamicss studies, aimed to possible increase of the optical cell dimensions or shape
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optimization.. A modification of the design of the transition from the flat channel to the
detectionn cell may be also necessary.
Becausee of the importance of UV detection for also the liquid chromatography of small
molecules,, the fused silica chip presents an opportunity for ultimate miniaturization in this
fieldd (/iLC).

Influencee of experimental conditions on elution of particles in aqueous buffers
Ass was already noted in the theoretical section, the elution behavior of particles in aqueous
eluentss is much more complicated than what the simplest HDC theories (eq. 1) predict. This
iss illustrated in Figure 7 where the experimental data obtained on various chips under
variouss conditions are plotted together with the simple theoretical relations.
Thee strong influence of ionic strength can be explained by the repulsion of the expanded
electricall doublelayers at the channel wall and the particle surface. This repulsion restricts
thee particles to a narrower inner core of the channel than what corresponds to the steric
exclusionn from the wall, thus effectively reducing the channel dimensions. This increases
thee selectivity of the method, however, the results in very weak buffers (I < 1 mM) are less
reproduciblee than in stronger buffers. An influence of pH on the elution of the 44 nm
particless is observed, possibly due to different surface properties of those particles as
comparedd to the 26 and 110 nm particles from the same manufacturer. The influence of the
floww velocity is almost negligible in the studied region of conditions. This suggests that
transversall hydrodynamic forces such as the "tubular pinch" effect13 are small. However
laterall forces such as the retarding particle-wall hydrodynamic interaction (see Brenner16)
mayy be present. In fact the slope of trendlines of the experimental data is higher than the
slopee of basic model with C = 1 (which represents the absence of hydrodynamic particlewalll interaction). In the plot a value C = 2 is used for comparison. Clearly, a better
theoreticall description of elution of particles in aqueous buffers is needed.
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Figuree 7: Relative residence time of colloidal particles in HDC-chip separations in aqueous
eluentss under different conditions. Data from silicon-glass chips (+,x) and a fused silica
chipp (A,0,D). Ionic strength of the eluent is indicated in the picture (measurement in pure
waterr is assigned K 10"5 M); pH is ~ 9 (gray filling) or ~ 7. Linear flow velocity is ~ 0.2
mmm s"'(0); ~ 0.5 mm s'^O.+.x); ~ 0.7 mm s"'(A). In the measurements with UV detection
(solidd shapes) benzoate was used as /0-marker. Carboxyfluorescein was used as the marker
inn all other measurements. Drawn lines are representing eq. (1) for different values of C.

Preliminaryy (LC) experiments in organic solvents.
Thee whole fluidic part of the system has proven to be resistant to organic solvents. This was
testedd by continuous flushing with methanol and subsequently tetrahydrofuran (THF) over
severall weeks. The drawback of the prototype setup is however the necessity to loosen the
chipp clamp when replacing one solvent with another, in order allow fast purge of the
connectionn tubing. During this operation, the solvent may spill over the top of chip. This is
especiallyy troublesome with aggressive organic solvents like THF. Moreover, the clampchipp interface may be contaminated and the detection setup has to be re-aligned each time.
Inn future the fluidic design of both the chip and the external system should be adapted to
alloww easy solvent change. This can be done e.g. by implementing larger in-chip grooves
withh 2-point connections instead of 1-point connections, in a similar design as is already
usedd for the delivery of the sample to slit 3. 26 This loop-like configuration for slit 1 is also
feasiblee for the possible use of a uLC gradient pump and is thus interesting for the
envisionedd chip-LC application.
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Forr the mentioned reasons only preliminary experiments results were performed with
organicc solvents. On the silicon-glass chips, interactions of small molecules with the chip
surfacee were studied with fluorescence microscopy. Three compounds were found which
alloww simple multicolor fluorescence imaging using a single excitation and emission filter.
Thesee compounds were Coumarine 7, Nile Red and 8-methoxypyrene-l,3,6-trisulfonic acid
givingg respectively green, red and blue fluorescence using a mercury lamp and single filter
sett (330-385 nm band excitation filter, 420 nm cut-off emission filter). This allows an easy
identificationn in case of co-elution or change in the elution order and would be useful for
studiess involving application of stationary phases on the same device. In the fused silica
chipss the retention and the zone shapes were comparable to that obtained in a silicon-glass
chip. .
Next,, the elution of toluene in THF was studied in the fused silica chip with UV detection
(Figuree 8). The elution was reproducible and consistent with a flow velocity according to
eq.. (5) (see next section). On the assumption that this equation holds for the scale of 1 /im
andd the measurement of the chip height is correct, this suggests that the molecule does not
interactt with the chip surface. Toluene has been used as a r0-marker in THF both in packed
columnn HDC (silica packing) and micro-capillary HDC of synthetic polymers.232 In these
systemss the authors also obtained results consistent with an assumption that toluene was not
retainedd on the packing or capillary surface.
Inn the next stage, separation of polystyrene standards in THF will be studied in this device.

Figuree 8 The elution of the f0-marker toluene in THF in the fused silica HDC-chip. UV
detectionn at 260 nm. Working pressure 4.5 bar, elution time 65 sec.

Validityy of flow predictions in the l-/*m scale and the residence time of a marker.
Strictlyy speaking no absolute answer can be given about either the possible deviations from
thee classical Navier-Stokes equations in the 1 ftm scale and the interactions of the marker
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withh the wall because both would lead to a discrepancy between a pressure-flow experiment
andd equation (5). However, a reasonable correspondence in elution times and predicted
floww velocities was observed in our elution experiments for different to-markers in different
solventss (Figure 9). Hence it is likely that the flow equations hold even on the scale of ~ 1
/xm,, in accordance with other recent literature.24
Thee temperature of the device was assumed to equal the laboratory temperature (21-23 °C),
andd in equation (5) a viscosity 0.50 mPa s for THF and 0.93 mPa s for pure water was used,
obtainedd by linear interpolation for 22 °C from values given for 20 and 25 °C. 33

p/kPa a

Figuree 9: The comparison of the theoretical (

) and the experimental (x,0) pressure-

velocityy relation. Data are obtained from the elution times of toluene in THF (x) and
carboxyfluoresceinn and benzoate in aqueous buffers (0; colors according to Figure 7).

Peakk Dispersion
Fromm the chromatograms obtained using the UV detection a preliminary quantification of
thee dispersion in the fused silica chip is possible (Figure 10).
Forr the small molecules and small particles the number of plates (~ 104) is substantially
lower,, than what any planparallel plate model predicts. Because here a cross-sectional
deformationn of the chip should be much smaller than in the silicon-glass chips, it can be
concludedd that the large dispersion for these faster diffusing analytes is caused by the sidewalll effect. However, the efficiencies for the larger particles are higher than what the longtimee expression for the side wall effect predicts. This is expected because the discussed
transientt situation applies. The highest achieved plate numbers in these experiments with
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611 nm and 155 nm particles were ~ 80 000, in some experiments with 110 nm particles
platee numbers up to ~ 130 000 were obtained. Nevertheless, the efficiencies obtained for
thee smaller analytes are too low.
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Figuree 10 The dispersion expressed in the number of theoretical plates for the fused silica
HDCC chip, according to different approximate theories (empty shapes, different broken
lines)) and as obtained in the experiments (solid shapes, solid lines) at different velocities.
LinearLinear flow velocities 0.72 mm s"1 (A), 0.46 mm s"1 (D) and 0.21 mm s"1 (O). Theoretical
dispersion:: infinite planparallel plates, no particle size correction (—
correctionn included (
((

—), particle size

), long-time side-wall effect and particle size correction included

). The measured values are obtained under the same conditions as in Figure 6.

Figuree 11: Suggested elimination of the effect of the side walls on the dispersion via
confinedd injection volume.

Eliminationn of the side wall effect should substantially increase the performance of the
device.. This should be possible e.g. by implementing sheath flow in the injection structure,
soo that the sample comes in the reach of the side wall only at the end of the separation.
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Thee distance a should be chosen according to the diffusion coefficient of the fastest
diffusingg species in the system a ~ {Dif5. For example for D = 10"10 and separation time
1000 s, this distance is - 100 pm on both sides, which together is an acceptable 20% of a
channell width w = 1000 (im.

Conclusions Conclusions

Thee feasibility of planar on-chip hydrodynamic chromatography on fused silica chips with
UVV detection has been demonstrated. Separations of nanoparticles were obtained under a
widee range of experimental conditions. Quantitative interpretation of the retention data
wouldd require a more complex migration theory. Previously assumed deformation of the
earlierr used 1 mm silicon-glass chips is supported experimentally. The perspective material
forr the HDC chip is fused silica, where the width can likely be increased to 1 mm or more
withoutt deformation. Further improvements in the fluidic design are desirable. These
shouldd include reduction or elimination of the effect of the side walls on the efficiency and
ann increase of the optical cell dimensions.
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